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WHEELCHAIR/STROLLER WEATHER COVER 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

0001. Devised to cover carriers with a canopy, to keep 
babies and children from being overwhem by the cold 
blowing winds, rain, and flying debris. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0002. Not like others, it’s constructed to give a overall 
coverage, with the necessary air ventilation for children; dry 
Setting area with wind blockage. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
DRAWINGS 

0003. The Body-gives complete coverage of the setting 
aca. 

0004 Top Window-allows you to view the setting area. 
0005 Side Vents-allows air to flow freely inside the 
covering. 

0006 Front and Back Entries-to attach covering easily, 
and Securely close, having easy aceSS to children and 
articles. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0007 Made of a lightweight vinyle with a felt backing, an 
clear upholstrey plastic, oblong in shape with two 11x4 inch 
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mesh netted window vents, one on each Side, a clear plastic 
window at the top measuring 9x11 inches, centering over the 
Setting area. 
0008. The front and back section has hortizontal velco 
closures on flaps which overlaps, an additional flap is place 
at the back, extending 9 inches from the top. 
0009 Allowing the fitting of various styles in wheel 
chairs and Stroller handles. 

0010. The front section allows a frontward view, and the 
back Section conceals articles placed in the back of the 
carrier. 

0011. The flaps overlap snapping vertically along the top 
section of the 9 inch flap, forming a uniform fit over the 
carrier, at top an around the openings for the handles. 
0012 All seams, borders and edges are trimmed with a 
fabric binding for stability; measurements of the cover 
varies to the size and Shaping of the wheelchair, or Stroller 
for an accurate fit. 

1. What i claim as my invention is the 
“WheelchairStroller weather cover”, This portable oblong 
tent shaped cover, is equipped with Side air vent, a clear 
plastic top window, an two overlapping entries, front is clear 
plastican the back is of vinyle with a 9 inch extended flap 
for back closure, 


